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Lightworks Version 12.6.0 Now Available on Windows Linux and Mac OS X!
Posted by Matt Sandford - 04 Feb 2016 12:54

_____________________________________

Today is another exciting day for Lightworks! We are releasing Version 12.6.0 on Windows, Linux and
Mac OS X!

This latest version includes a new partnership with Vimeo allowing Lightworks Free users the ability to
export to a maximum resolution of 1080p. Lightworks Pro users will have the ability to export to Vimeo at
4k UHD. Users will only be able to export if they have an internet connection and are signed into a valid
Vimeo account from within Lightworks.

My thanks once again to everyone that has helped in testing and reporting issues found in version 12.6,
we are always very grateful for your feedback.

Some of the exciting new features in version 12.6.0 can be seen below:

-

Added Mac OS X 10.11 compatibility
Added Ubuntu 15.10 compatibility
Added Vimeo Upload direct from the application (All operating systems)
Vimeo export allows up to 1080p export with Lightworks Free (upload only)
Vimeo export allows up to UHD 4K export in Lightworks Pro
XML export improvements
Boris FX and Boris Graffiti enabled (Windows 64bit and Mac OS X only)
And many more!

The full list of fixes and other improvements in version 12.6.0 can be found in the 12.6.0 Release Notes
document on the Downloads page. There have been several fixes since the Release Candidate, so
please do check the Release Notes.

Lightworks Pro Partnership with Boris FX (Windows 64bit and Mac OS X Only)

As a premium editing package, Lightworks Pro has always included a raft of native visual effects tools,
from colour correction to 3D DVE’s, that can be used to enhance any project. But there are times when
users need more advanced effects or new powerful ways of manipulating their video to create
professional results. To meet this need and take things to another level we have teamed up with Boris
FX.
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Boris FX is a leading developer of visual effects, titling and workflow tools for broadcast, post-production
and film professionals, with over a million artists using their tools regularly worldwide. From optical
stabilisers, to effective lens flares or removing wires and unwanted objects from the frame, Boris FX
have premium tools to help.

Thanks to our partnership, Lightworks Pro 12.6.0 is now Boris FX enabled. New purchases of One Year
and Outright licenses get Boris FX and/or Boris Graffiti bundled with Lightworks Pro, at no extra cost! R
ead More

The User Guides have all been updated to this latest version of Lightworks and the Advanced User
Guide is nearing completion. All the updated documentation is accessible from: www.lwks.com/downloa
ds
under
&quot;Documentation&quot;

Once again my thanks to all those that contributed to the Beta testing phase in helping make this
another great release for Lightworks!

The next version of Lightworks (14.0) is currently being tested in preparation for a Public Beta in the
coming weeks... More information on this new release will be revealed soon.

Matt
============================================================================
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